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At Floriography we like to know things…  

we thought you might too. 

If we haven’t answered it here, please do ask. 

Workshop Information 

 

Where are the workshops held? 

Most of our scheduled workshops for 2015 will be held in the basement of 

our little flower shop. 

152 Wells Road, Totterdown, Bristol, BS4 2AG. 

All workshops will be happening here unless we have said different in the 

workshop list. 

Can I park? 

You can’t park directly outside of the shop in the evening however there 

are some surrounding streets you can park in – it can be busy. If possible 

walk or cycle x 

How can I get to workshops on public transport? 

You could walk from Templemeads Station (10 mins-ish walking- involves a 

hill) after getting a train (ask if you would like directions) 

Get a Bus from Bristol City Centre- Number 2, 51, 376 (ask us where to get 

off). 

How many people will be at each workshop? 

There will be a maximum of 6 participants at each workshop this will mean 

that there is enough space and time for a proper experience. Participants 

are encouraged to express themselves in their flower arranging and we feel 

that this needs to be done quite intimately but with enough of you the 

focus isn’t all on you! The workshop space isn’t big or posh but it is 

where all Vera’s flower creations happen and so we hope you feel the 

warmth and love enough to feel ‘a little at home’. 

Workshops can be held at other venues which we or you can arrange and can 

be held with larger numbers depending on activity and space.  
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Will I get messy? 

Sometimes- we don’t recommend your best frocks but encourage you to wear 

what you’d like to- it’s nice to dress up sometimes. Wear sensible footwear 

and your clothes must be comfortable because you do have to move your arms 

and stuff.  

If it’s particularly messy or a cold one we will tell you in the workshop 

information. 

 

Will there be a break, and are there refreshments? 

Yep there will always be a short break. We will provide drinks and maybe 

some other little things to eat. You are very welcome to bring along 

things to share out! 

 

Can I bring things from my garden? 

Yes- this is actively encouraged especially for certain workshops. We just 

ask you don’t bring infected things as they will infect everything and we 

have to work hard to keep pest free. 

 

Some other things we think are important to know 

We have a toilet (it is a small one). 

The basement involves going down some stairs – sorry if this excludes 

anyone… we can arrange workshops in different venues to meet 

requirements or we can come to a venue arranged by you- do talk to us we 

might be able to think of something we do like to get everyone involved.  

If you have a health conditions or a disability that you think could be 

triggered by flowery activities please discuss this with us before booking 

up. We might have solutions… x 

 

 

 

 

 


